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Abstract—In order to improve the accuracy of mine transient 
electromagnetic(MTEM) detection results we carried out field  
detection experiments for the underground metal interference 
(tunneling machine, bolt and the anchor net),by analyzing the 
effects of interference, it turns out that these metallic facilities 
could produce strong transient electromagnetic response, there 
are some disciplinarians about metal interference in the transient 
electromagnetic response, the effect of interference is greater in 
the later period. We applied metal interference correction 
method based on fitting function for date processing, impaired 
and eliminated the low resistance false local anomaly, and the 
correction method improved the accuracy of results 
interpretation. The practical application shows that the tunneling 
machine has the most influential on the results of detection, the 
anchor net takes second place, minimum the bolt has.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Mine transient electromagnetic method (MTEM) advanced 
detection technology could detect buried water conducting 
passages and predict water-bearing structures accurately and 
instantaneously, which is of great operational importance. 
Foreign geophysicists have a research history of the basic 
theory and applications of ground transient electromagnetic 
method for more than 50 years[1-4], and the domestic research 
and application work on ground transient electromagnetic 
method also have made a number of valuable results in the 
past 30 years[5-8]. Due to the urgent need for coal mine water 
prevention and control, China University of Mining & 
Technology introduced the transient electromagnetic method 
into coal mine roadway detection in 1998, and began to make 
use of SIROTEM-3F and terraTEM to do some MTEM 
experiments and application works. Since then, the application 
and technology of MTEM has obtained great improvement 
over the last decade[9-14]. 

MTEM has become one of mature geophysical methods in 
roadway water-bearing structures detection because of its 
sensitive characteristics to low resistance object. But the actual 
condition in underground mine is complex, and the 
electromagnetic signal induced by metal objects in mining 
roadway such as tunneling machine, bolt, anchor net is usually 
stronger than that induced by water-bearing structures, and it 
does interfere with even cover the signal induced by water-

bearing area. Based on the similarity criterion of physical 
simulation, Yu Jingcun[10]from China University of Mining & 
Technology built mathematical model of correction affected 
by metallic facilities in roadway, and proposed the correction 
method and technology to metal interference induced by 
tunneling machine, bolt, anchor net etc.in roadway floor. 
According to the Maxwell equations and finite difference time 
domain method(FDTD), Zhou Xuan[11] calculated and drew 
the full-space TEM respond characteristic curves under 
conditions of different metal layer thickness with non-uniform 
grid, offered a correction coefficient to correct the influence of 
metal support, and obtained some achievements. In this paper, 
according to the underground roadway experimental data, the 
TEM response characteristics affected by roadway metallic 
facilities such as machine, bolt, anchor net was analyzed and 
summarized, and the TEM advanced detection data correction 
technology was proposed based on the fitting function. 
Interference induced by low resistance false anomaly were 
corrected which helped improve the interpretation. 

II. METAL INTERFERENCE CORRECTION METHOD 

Metal Interference Correction Method Based on the Fitting 
Function 

By the experiments and the analysis of metal interference 
transient electromagnetic response characteristics, the 
existence of underground metal bodies had a certain impact on 
the actual detection results, in order to get more accurate 
measurement results, we need to carry certain correction on 
the actual detection data[15], according to the analysis results, 
this paper started with transient electromagnetic induction 
electromotive force. 

Calculation formula of mine transient electromagnetic 
method apparent resistivity[8]:  
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In the formula, β is the whole space influencing factors, ST 
and SR are respective areas of single turn transmitting and 
receiving loops; NT and NR are respective numbers of turns 
transmitting and receiving loops; The V/I is normalization 
induction electromotive force after correction; T induced the 
decay time of electromotive force. 
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Under the same measurement working device, in the 
underground roadway, normalization induction electromotive 
force of without metal effect and metal effect are: 
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The data can be obtained from multiple 
detection: .,;;,;, 2211 mm AAAAAA      

Order Bi = Ai /Ai’, according to the comparative analysis of 
measured data in the underground roadway, the existence of 
metal interference increased the amplitude of transient 
electromagnetic induction electromotive force, slowed the 
attenuation down, there are certain rules between the ratio   
and time t. Suppose the given data (ti, Bi) (i=1, 2, …, m).  is 
function class and consisted of polynomial whose degree is no 
more than n (n≤ m), we should work out   
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Figure out the Least squares fitting polynomial: 
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So Fn(t) is the fitting function we need, as the same time, 
Fn(t) is also polynomial function, Select the proper degree 
according to accuracy requirements, get: 
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Ai0 is induction electromotive force after correction, 
according to the calculation formula of mine transient 
electromagnetic method apparent resistivity, we got the 
apparent resistivity after correction: 
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 By this conclusion, according to the correction fitting 
function — Fn(t) of different metal interference (tunneling 
machine, bolt, the anchor net),we should give the induced 
electromotive force correction value for each time window, 
then carry correction on the measurement data with metal 
interference, and we could get the apparent resistivity after 
correction, it makes the data processing results of the transient 
electromagnetic more accurate, the interpreting results of 
water-bearing structure in mining face would be more accurate 
and reliable. 

III. APPLICATION AND ANALYSIS 

After carrying out  underground MTEM detection on a 
mine in Anhui Province, due to the existence of much metal 
bodies, such as tunneling machine, bolt, the anchor net, we 
found that the metal interference effected the measured data 

greatly, in order to get better results, we carried metal 
interference correction on measured data, it improved the 
accuracy of measured data and interpretation of the results. In 
the case of tunneling machine interference, we took metal 
interference correction method based on the fitting function to 
correct the measured data.  

100m, the apparent resistivity is relatively low, the lowest 
is 10Ω·m, it reduced the existence of false anomaly. 

The results above show that the interference correction for 
tunneling machine excluded the existence of false anomalies 
in actual detection effectively, reflected the actual apparent 
resistivity distribution in front of the heading face, it shows 
great agreement with later regular transient electromagnetic 
detection results and drilling results. The practical application 
proves the metal interference correction method based on 
fitting function is effective and correct. 

 

     Fig.1. Comparison map of tunneling machine interference correction 

IV. CONCLUSION 

       We researched and analyzed several common metal 
interference of transient electromagnetic response 
characteristics in mine transient electromagnetic method. The 
results show that the tunneling machine made the great impact 

 
(a)The map of actual detection results with tunneling machine interference 

 
(b)The map of detection results without tunneling machine interference 
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on the detection results, anchor net made smaller impact and 
anchor rod with minimal impact. 

      The metal interference makes the amplitude of transient 
electromagnetic induction electromotive increases, making the 
attenuation slow, and making the apparent resistivity value 
relatively lower. 

      Through the metal interference correction method on the 
correction of measured data underground, weaken and 
eliminate the metal interference effect in measured data, 
reduce the false anomaly exists, making the corrected data is 
more beneficial to the accuracy, more applicable to the 
complicated mine conditions of instantaneous change 
electromagnetic data processing and interpretation, to improve 
the accuracy transient electromagnetic interpretation. 
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